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NerM:lrk flow models bIve been shown to be theorttically inltl"tSlilll and pracrica1Jy useful. However, an ordirwy
ntt'Mlrk flow has ilJlimitalion in moddliDg ITklR complicaled manufacruringscerwios, in ~icular the synthesis or
different nweriaJs 10 one product IIld/Of die distilling or one nwenaI to many diffemll products. In this ptper. we
present a genenlized netWOrt model called lftluuifaeturing IWtworiflow (MNF) for IhU purpose. The undertyina
strueture and dull. propertles of !he JO-aIlIed minimum disaiburion cost probkm i5 specifi<:ally studied 10 outline
a nerworlt simplex Il1dhod for solving lhis problem.

I INTRODUCTION

Network flow models have been shown to be lheoretically interesting and practically useful
[1,3-5,7]. However, an ordinary network flow has its limitation in modelling more compli
cated manufacturing scenarios. in particular the synthesis of different materials to one pro
duct and/or the distilling of one material to many different products [2,6]. In this paper,
we present a generalized network model called manufacturing network flow (MNF) for
this purpose. In such a model, multiple products may be produced by using multiple materi
als via a combination of synthesis and distilling operations.

In order to properly model various manufacturing scenarios. we introduce six different
kinds of nodes in Section 2. The ordinary nodes are for transition of flows, source nodes
for providing raw materials, termination nodes for collecting final products, intennediate
nodes which allow to use excess in-process materials or semi-products from the last period,
or to store excess in-process: materials or semi-products for the next period, distribution nooes
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for distribution or distilling operations, and combination nodes for assembly or synthesis
operntions. The most frequently studied "maximwn flow" and "minimum cost" problems
in ordinary network flows are generalized in this framework. Linear programming fennula
tions are presented in Section 3. This allows us to apply linear programming methodologies
to solve related optimization problems in manufacturing networks. However, we are more
interested in the possibility of finding efficient algoritJuns. in particular. strongly poly_
nomial-time algorithms. for solving these problems.

Due to the complcKif)' ofa manufacturing network. we introduce two simplified versions.
namely, the distribution and assembly network flow problems in Seetions 4 and 5, respev
lively. The underlying structure and dual propenies of the so-called minimum distribution
cost problem is specifically studied to outline a network simplex method for solving this pro
blem in Sections 6, 7 and 8. More specifically, we show in Section 6 that, for a connected
general network. the subgraph corresponding to a basic feasible solution of the minimum dis
tribution cost problem is connected. This subgraph is called a "basic feasible graph". In
Section 7, WE: develop well-defined procedures to compute the primal basic feasible solution
and dual basic solution corresp:mding to a given basic feasible graph. These computational
procedures are almost as efficient as lheir counterparts are in the ordinary network flow pro
blem. Based upon these procedures and some optimality conditions, a network simplex
method is outlined in Secrion 8. Various pivoting schemes are also discussed.

It is our hope lhat the proposed framework. can be applicable to industrial applications and
can be of interests to researchers for theoretical development. Some final remarks are given in
me last section.

2 NODES AND ARCS

Let G = (N, A) be a general network. with N denoting the node set and A the arc sel. For an
arc (i,i) E A, we say i is the tail node and) the head node. Also, we denote the flow value on
arc (i.i) by xI} with a given upper bound ulJ > 0, i.e.,

O:$x1J5111j "'O,j) eA. (2.1)

In our model. we allow multiple materials (products) flow through the network. but only one
material (product) on an individual arc.

For a node i E N, define

to be the set of all "entering" nodes to node i, and

L(,):= (j E N: (i.J) E A)

the set orall "leaving" nodes from i. There are six kinds of nodes in the generalized netWork.
model.

I. O-nodes are ordinary nodes for transition. Such a node may have several arcs coming in
and going oul., but only one kind ofmaterial/semi-product flowing through with balance. i.e.,

L xjI = L XIj Vi E No. (2.2)
}E£I,.i) jEu"l

where No represents me set of all O-nodes. We may use an (O-shape) disk to represent an
O-node. See Fig. I for an O-node. A transponation or transshipment operation in manufaC*
turing can be a good example.
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FIGURE I An O-node.

2. S-nodes are source nodes for raw materials. A manufacturing network G may have one
or several source nodes, each representing one different raw·material. Let Ns be the set ofall
S-nodes. For each i eNs, E(l} = 0 and there associates an input flow ofXi such that

Xi= LXi} VieNs·
}EL(,)

(2.3)

See Fig. 2 for an S-node. Also note that only one kind of raw-material is allowed at an S·oode.
3. T-nodes are tennination nodes for final products. A manufacmring network G may have

one or several tennination nodes, each representing one different final product. Let NT be the
set ofall T-nodes. For each i e NT. L{I) = 0 and th~ associates an output flow ofXI such that

Xi= LX} VieNr·
jEE(i)

(2.4)

See Fig. 3 for a T-node. Again, only one kind of final product is allowed to flow in aT-node.
Notice that O-nodes, S-nodes, and T-nodes are commonly used in ordinary network pro

blems [1,3-5,7,8]. Following are three kinds of new nodes.

x "-i---I 1

~ :.
o

L(i)

FIGURE 2 An S·node.
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AGURE ) An T-oode.

4. I-nodes are intennediate nodes for in·process malcrialsjsemi-produets. I-nodes are like
O-nodes, but in such a node, the total in-flow vaJue and the total out-flow value can have a
difference Xi. i.e.,

'"" x" = x· + '"" x·· and /. < ;r- < u, Vi E N"~ J' I L- lJ ,- ,- • •
}EE(fJ JEl.{,I}

where // $ 0. Uj ~ O. Xi > 0 means me excess quanti£)' which can be used in the next period,
XI < 0 means the excess quantity from the last period which can be used now, J, and Ui are the
lower and upper limits of XI and Nt represents the set of all I-nodes.

See Fig. 4 for an J·node in which only one kind of in-process material/semi-product can
flow through, with an excess quantity X, stored in the node.

5. D-nodes are distillation nodes. A D-node has only one arc in (for one kind ofmaterial) but
multiple arcs out (for different kinds of products), and the flow value on an output arc is pro
portional to flow value on the input arc. LeINDbe the set ofall D-nodes. Foreach i E No we have

E(.) ~ U")'

and

E(i) •
•
•
•

Xi} = kijX'.; V) E L(i),

x .
I

FIGURE 4 An I-node.

•

L(i)

(2.6)
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FIGURE ~ A D-noOe.

•
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•

L(i)

where lev is a positive real number. We may use a (D-shape) right-half disk to represem a
D-node with only one arc 0-. I) pointing to the center of the half disk on the flat side and
several arcs going out from the half-circle boundary of the disk.

See Fig. 5 for a D-node. A distilling operation that decomposes one material into several
prodUet5 with fixed ratios can be a good example.

6. C-nodes are combination nodes. A C·node has only one arc out (for one kind of pr0

duct) and multiple arcs in (for different kinds of materials). and the flow value on an input
arc is proportional to the flow value of the output arc. Let He be the set of all C-nodes.
For each i ENe. we have

and

(2.7)

where hJ/ is a positive real number. We may use a (C-shape) left-half disk to represent a
C-node with only one arc (i, j*) going out from the center of the half disk on the flat side
and several arcs pointing to the half-circle boundary of the disk.

See Fig. 6 for a C·node. A synthesis unit that assembles several materials with fixed
ratios to form a new product can be a good example. Also notice that due to the proportion

0
0

E(i) • 1
•
•
•

0
FIGURE 6 A C·node.
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(3.1)

requirement, an input arc to a C-node is usually coming from an I-node that stores the unused
material/semi-product.

By chaining C-nodes and D-nodes together with other nodes, we can describe a manufac
turing scenario involving multiple malerials and products without much difficulty.

3 GENERAL MNF OPTIMlZATION PROBLEMS

Given a manufacturing network G = (N, A), a feasible flow x is a mapping from A to 9t+
such that the general network constraints (2.1 H2.7) are satisfied. Let F be the sel of feasible
flows. We are interested in the following two i\.1NF optimization problems.

A. Maximum ftow value problem. Assume thaI there is an upper bound ofuj > 0 for each
available resource material, and a unit value (weight) ofWi for each final product. The maximum
flow value problem finds a feasible flow that maximizes the total production value, i,e.,

max I::Wf"J
jENr

subject 10 x e F,
x/ ~ 11/. Vi eNs.

B. Minimum cosl flow problem. Assume that there is a market demand of dJ > 0 for
each final product, and a unit cost of Ci for each raw material. The minimum cost flow pro
blem finds a feasible flow that minimizes the total cost of raw materials, i.e.,

mm L>""
;oN,

subject to x e F.
xJ~dJ> VjeNT_

(3.2)

These two problems are both linear programming problems with a general network flow
structure. But they are more complicated than the classical network: problems (1.3-5,7,8].
An interesting issue is to investigate whether they can be solved more efficiently than a gen
erallinear programming problem. In particular, is it possible to develop strongly polynomial
time algorithms [1,5,8] for solving such problems?

To simplify the situation, we present two special cases. namely the distribution network:
flow and assembly network flow problems. in the next two sections for further studies.

4 DISTRIBUTION NETWORK FLOW PROBLEMS

Consider a general supplier who wants to distribute certain amount of a particular product
from an $-node s to several retailers at different T-nodes through a distribution network in
which D-nodes are used for transition and D-nodes are used for proportional distribution
at middle-man's places. For simplicity, we assume that

and Wj = I. VjeNT.

L~ = 1 Vie ND.
JEJ..{i)

(4.1)
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In this scenario, since no C-nodes., and hence I-nodes, involved, we let Fo be the set ofall flows
that satisfies the conslraints (2.1)-{2.4), (2.6), and (4.1). Then we face the following problem:

C. Maximum distribution flow problem.

max LXj
jENr

subject 10 x E FD,

X f .:5 Uf ,

(4.2)

where Uf is the upper bound of the available resource, which may be infinity.
Assuming that in a distribution netWork there is no directed cycle going through any

D-node and all nodes in the network aIe reachable in the sense that for each T-node, there
is a directed path from s to it; for each O-node, there is a directed path from s to it. and a
directed path from it to a T-node; for each D-node, there is a directed path from s to it;
and for each output node of the D-node. there is a directed path from it to a T-node. In
this case, (4.2) is feasible and the maximum flow value will be affected by the upper
bound on each arc. Furthermore, there exists a partial order among the D-nodes in such dis·
tribution netWOrks. We may draw a corresponding manufacturing network like Fig. 7 with s
on the top and multiple tennination nodes at the bottom.

By adding a minimum demand of dj > 0 at the termination node j for the corresponding
rela.iler, a slightly more general setting becomes

max I>i
jENr

subject to x E FD,

Xj ~ dj. Vj e NT,

xf :5 Ufo

, 5

5

(4.3)

'9 , 10 'II , 12 '13 , 14

FIGURE 7 A distribufion ndWOf1c.
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Notice that problem (4.3) may be infeasible. Thus a feasibility problem exists before finding
an optimal solution. Also norice that the objective function may be modified to fann the fol
lowing minimization problem:

D. Minimum distribution cost problem.

min CsX, + L c1rlj
(;J)EA

subject to x E FD.

xJ ~ d1, Vj E Nr.

X, ~ Us-

(4.4)

where c, is the unit cost of the raw material and cij is the cost (such as transportation and
material handling fees) per unit flow going through arc (i,)}.

The maximum distribution flow problem can be viewed as a generalization of the classical
maximum flow problem. Similarly, because of (4.1), the minimum distribution cost problem
can be treated as a classical minimum cost network flow problem with slack variables at
T-nodes and additional linear constraints (2.6). We are interested in knowing if the classical
theory of the maximum flow value and minimum cost flow problems can be generalized here,
and if there exist strongly polynomial-time algorithms in this sening.

5 ASSEMBLY NETWORK FLOW PROBLEMS

An assembly network looks like a reversed distribution network. Consider a manufacrurer
who is producing one final product at the tennination node t by assembling various parts

and components obtained at different source nodes i E Ns through a manufacturing network
G in which same kind of parts/components transporting through O-nodes satisfying the
balance equation (2.2), and different kinds of parts are assembled at C·nodes to fonn a
semi·product/product according to fixed ratios given by (2.7).

Note that C·nodes are connected to I-nodes to use the excess materials or semi-products
from the last period or to store them for the next period, so we let Fe be the set of all
flows that satisfies the constraints (2.1}-{2.S) and (2.7). Then we face the following problem:

E. Maximum assembly flow pl'"oblem.

max X,

subject to X E Fe,

Xi .s uf, Vi ENs·

(5.1)

Assume that in an assembly network there is no dirttted cycle going through any C·
node and all nodes in the network are reachable in the sense that for each S·node, there
is a directed path from it to t; for each O·node, there is a directed path from an S-node
to it, and a directed palh from it to t; for each C-node, there is a directed path from it
10 t; and for each input node of a C·node, there is a directed path from an S-node to it.
In this case, problem (5.1) has nontrivial solutions. Furthennore, lhere exists a partial
order among the C-nodes. We may draw such an assembly network like Fig. 8 with I at
the bouom and pan suppliers on the top.
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FIGURE 8 An assembly network.

Like in the distribution network, we can modify the objective function to consider the fol
lowing minimization problem:

F. Minimum assembly cost problem.

min LC,x/ + I>vxil
i€HI (IJ)EA

subject to x E Fc,
x, ~ "I, Vi eNs,
x/ ::: d"

(5.2)

where c/ is the unit cost of the ith rnw material, ci) is the unit transportation cost on the arc
(i,)) and d, is the minimum demand for the final product.

Again, we are interested in knowing if the classical theory of the maximum flow value and
minimum cost flow problems can be generalized here, and ifthere exist strongly polynomial.
time algorithms in this setting.

To answer part of the questions rnised in this and previous sections, we focus on the mini·
mum distribution cost problem (4.4) to outline a network simplex method as a starting point
for future research.
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For a minimum distribution cost problem (4.4) defined on a general network G = (N, A),let
x be a basic feasible solution. The subgraph of G corresponding to x is called a basic feasible
graph of (4.4). Since this subgraph plays a key role in designing a network simplex method.
in this section, we focus on studying its network structure.

First we show that a basic feasible subgraph of (4.4) is connected. if the underlying network
G is connected. Foreasy analysis, we include an arc at the source node (forx~) in the arc set A (for
solution vectorx) andasswne Us = 00 and IIi) = 00 for all (i.;) E A. LetMbe the corresponding
node-arc incidence matrix. Because of (4.1), the flow balance Eq. (2.2) not only holds at every
O-node, bUI also at every D-node. By adding a slack variable Ij at each T-node j, we have

LXij-lj=dj and tJ~O foralljeNr .
ieE(j)

Consequently, (4.4) becomes

nun cL,c

subject to Mx - Qt = d
Dx~O

x, I::::' 0,

(6.1)

where x is a flow vector (including x,), c a cost vector, M me node-arc incidence malrix, and
t a slack vector for T-nodes. For lhe demand vector d, we have dl = 0 for all i ¢ NT. We

assume that c, > 0 and clj ~ 0 for all (i,l). Moreover, Q= (~) with I corresponding to

T-nodes and 0 corresponding to non·T nodes, and Dx = 0 corresponding to (2.6) of [).
nodes with slight modification.

Note that for each j e No, because of (4.1), there is a redundant equation in (2.2) and (2.6)
01j E 1.(1)). Hence we omit one equation of (2.6) for each j e No from Dx = 0 to avoid the
degeneracy of D. In this way we know the matrix

-_(M -Q)
M_ D 0

has full row rank.
Let the number of nodes be n, the number ofarcs (including the general supply arc) be m,

the number of T-nodes be p, and lhe number of output arcs ofD-nodes minus the number of
D·nodes be q. Then the dimensions of M. Q. D and if are n x m, n x p, q x m and
(n + q) X (m +p), respectively.

We may panition X into two pans:

where XD corresponds to arcs cOtulected with D-nodes, x,., corresponds to other arcs.
Correspondingly, we may partition M = (MN. MD) and D = (DN, DD). Since Dx = 0 corre·
sponds to (2.6), we know DN = O. Therefore, problem (6.1) becomes

min cTx

subject to Mx ~ Qt = d
DOXD=O
X. t::::. O.

(6.2)
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The dual problem of (6.1) becomes:

max dry = LdiYJ
jENr (6.3)

subject 10 MTy+DTw.::: c.

Yr ?:: O.

where y is the dual vector corresponding to the constraint Mx - Qt = d in (6.1), u is the dual
vector corresponding to the constraint Dx = 0 (same as DOXD = 0) in (6.1), and YT are dual
variables corresponding to the J:nodes.

As an illustration, in Fig. 7. we have

XN = (xs, Xs.l, Xs.S. x s), Xs.6. XI,S, X2,S, X2,12. X2,6. XS,9, XS,IO. X6,lh X6.12, X6.11),

XD = (Xs,3, X3,6, x3,7, Xl,4, X4,9. X4,lO. X7,6, X7.13, X7,14, Xs.s. XS,JO, XS,II X&.l2),

1 -I -I -I -I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 -I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 -I -I -I 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 -I -I 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 -I -I -I

MN= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

-I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 -I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 -I -I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 -I -I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -I 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

MD = 0 0 1 0 0 0 -I -I -I 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -I -I -I
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

Q= G)' DN=O,
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k,. -I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 4., -I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

DD=
0 0 kU, 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 k7,IJ 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ka,lo -1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ka,ll 0 -1 0

where 11 = 15, m = 27, P = 6. q = 6, the first row of M corresponds to the node s, the other
rows correspond to nodes I to 14.

Let x be a basic feasible solution of (6.1). We say a node is idle, if no positive flow goes
through it. Otherwise, it is active. Some properties relating to a basic feasible solution are
described in the following result

THEOREM 6.1 (Network Structure of Basic Feasible Graphs) Let x be a basic feasible
solution 0/(6.1) and Ga be the basic feasible graph corresponding to x. Then,

(i) the node s and all T-nodes are active;
(ii) 0 6 spans all nodes, I.e., Gs is connected;
(iii) any cycle DIGs includes at least one D·node;
(iv) for a D-node, either allrhe arcs connected with it are basic arcs, OT all the arcs con

nected with it except one arc are basic arcs. In the 'alter case, this D-node is idle;
(v) Os is the union ofa spanning tree ofG, and q - Ps additional arcs. The spanning tree has

a root at sand pa exiting arcs at T-nodes (corresponding to those basic slack variables).

Proof (i) Since dj > 0 for all) E Nr, by (2.4), all T-nodes are active. In addition, since the
positive flow must come from s, the node s is also active. (ii) Because the positive How comes
from s, all active nodes are connected with s in Ga. Now, 3$SWDe that some idle nodes are not
connected with sinGs. By rearranging the rows and columns. the basic matrix corres
ponding to x can be wrinen as

where Bl corresponds to the nodes and basic arcs cormected willi s while B2 corresponds to
those not connected with s. From (i), we know that 82 does not include the rows correspond
ing to node s and any demand nodes. In this way, some rows of 82 are totally in M such that
the sum of such rows is zero. This contradicts the nonsingularity of B. Hence B2 must be
empty and all nodes in Os are connected with s. (iii) Again, let B be the basic matrix corres
ponding to x. By (6.2). the common part of8 and MN must have full column rank. According
to the theory of network simplex method [1,3,71. any subgraph of Gs that does not include
any D-node, contains no cycles. (iv) From the structure of ii, it can be seen that a nonsin
gular (n + q) x (n + q) submatrix. needs to contain either all the arcs cormected with a
D-node, or all the arcs, except one arc, connected with that D-node. In the latter case, an
arc connected with that D-node is nonbasic and me flow on that arc is zero. By (2.4), we
further know that the flows on all arcs connected with that D-node are zero. Consequently,
this D-node is idle. (v) follows from (ii) and the dimension of me basic matrix. •

As an example, a basic feasible graph is displayed in Fig. 9.
One interesting observation is that if we delete node s and arc Xs from Gs in Theorem 6.1,

then we can partition the remaining graph into several connected subgraphs of Ga. We call
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FIGURE 9 A basi<: fCUIOie gnph.

each of them a branch of Os. For example, the basic feasible graph Os in Fig. 9 has two
branches. Adding the node s and arc X, to a branch of Gs fonns an expanded branch.

THEOREM 6.2 (Branches ofa Basic Feasible Graph) Let x be a basicfeasible solution of(6.1),
B the corresponding basic matrix, and Os the corresponding basic feasible graph. Then,

(i) after rearranging rows and columns, 8 can be written in the form

1 ef e' e', ,
0 B, 0 0

B~ 0 0 B, 0

0 0 0 B,

where the first column ofB corresponds to x,, the first row of8 corresponds to node s,
and square matrix B, corresponds to the ith branch of Os;

(ii) for each i, i = 1, ... , I, 8, and

il~(lef)
1 0 Bj

are nonsingular. .
(iii) (he ith expanded branch ofOs is the union ofa /!U rooted at s, and q; - pj additional

aTC3, where PI is the number ofbasic slack variables associated with Ihe branch and qi is
the number ofoutput arcs ofD-nodes minus 'he number of D-nodes in Ihe branch.

Proof (i) follows from the definition of branches. (ii) follows from the nonsingularity of B.
(iii) follows from the dimension of Bj for each i. •
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In Fig. 9, if we take the left branch as branch 1 and the right branch as branch 2, then
we have PI = 2, P2 = 0, and ql = q2 = 3. Also note that we may delete 1 (=3 - 2)
arc from the expanded branch t and 3 (=3 - 0) arcs from the expanded branch 2 to
ronn trees.

7 PRIMAL BASIC FEASIBLE SOLUTION AND DUAL BASIC SOLUTION

Using the dual Conn (6.3) and Theorem 6.1, we can derive the optimality conditions for pro
blem (6.2). Let B be an optimal basis. For an arc, (i,l) E B means the variable xi) is a basic
variable. Similarly. for a node i E Nr, j E B means t; is a basic variable. Remember that for
each D-node i END, we have omined one equation (2.4) from D" = O. Denote the arcs in
L(i), except the arc corresponding to the omitted equation, as L(I). Moreover, let

Lo = UL(<),
fEND

Eo = UE(,),
;END

Ao =A\(Lo UEoU is}).

The optimality conditions consist of three parts:
(Primal) On the primal side, we need

XI} = 0 V(i,;) ¢ B;

tl = 0 Vi E NT, i ¢ B;

XI} = kljx;"1 V) E L(I), i END,

where E(l) = {i*};

(7.1)

(7.2)

(7.3)

L x)/= L x,
jeE(/).U/JE8 jeL(i),(;.j)eB

Vi E No; (7.4)

L Xjl:::: di Vi E NT, i ¢ B;
jeE(f),U~)eB

X~ = L X~j;
jeL(s),(s.;)eB

t(= L Xji-d/ ViE NT, ieB.
jeE(/W.f)eB

(Dual Basic) On the dual side for basic variables, we need

Ys = Cs;

Yj=O VieNTnB;

YI-Yj=Cij "'(i,;)eAonB;

YI - Y] + L: !€.JkUjk = cij "'(i,;) E (ED\Lo ) n B;

kEl(j)

Yi- Y) - Iii) = c/j V(i,;) E (LD\Eo)nB;

YI - Y) + L k)kUjk - IIi} = ci} v(i,;) E L o n ED n B.

keL(j)

(7.5)

(7.6)

(7.7)

(7.8)

(79)

(7.10)

(7.11)

(7.12)

(7.13)
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(Dual Nonbasic) On the dual side for nonbasic variables, we need

YI:::' 0 Vi E NT\S;

YI ~ Yj ~ cij V(i,)) E Ao\8;

y, - Yj + L Icp.uj! ~ cij V(i,)) E (Eo\Lo}\B;
iei.<J..,

YI - YJ - uiJ ~ cij V(i,)) E (LD\Eo}\B;

YI - Y, + L kjkujk - uiJ ~ clj V(i,)) e (Lo n Eo)\8.
iELv)

(7.14)

(7.15)

(7.16)

(7.17)

(7.18)

With the primal optimality conditions (7.1-7.7), we may calculate the primal basic feasible
solution x and t easily. To explain the procedure, we say a T-node is a leafof Gs, if it is con
nected with only onc arc in Gs. We also say a D~node is a leafof Gs, if it is connected with a
nonbasic arc. For example, in Fig. 9, nodes 9, II and 14 are leaves.

If a leafof Gs is a T-node, then we may use (7.S) to calculate the flow value on the unique
basic arc connected with this node. If a leaf is a D~node, Theorem 6.1 tells us that the flow
values on all the basic arcs connected with this node are zero. By identifying these leaves and
calculating related flow values, for the uncalculated part of Gs , we say an O-node or aT-node
is a leaf if only one uncalculated basic arc is connected with it. Similarly, we say a D-node is
a leaf if there is a calculated basic an:: connected with it.

The following computational procedure tells us how to compute a primal basic feasible
solution x and t.

ALGoRl'llfM 7.1 (Calculate Primal Basic Feasible Solution) Let Gs be a basic feasible
graph corresponding to a /)mic femible solution x.

Step I !denafj the leaves of T-nodes and D-nodes of Ga. Use (7.5) to calculate the flow
values ofbasic arcs connected with T-node leaves and set the flow valuer ofbasic
arcs CDnnected with D-node leaves to be zero.

Step 2 Identify additional leaves in the uncalculatedpart ofGs. Use (7.3), (7.4) and (7.S) to
calculate the flow values ofbasic arcs connected with D-node, O-node and T-node
leaves, respectively. Repeat this step until all basic feaSible variables xi} have' been
calculated.

Step 3 Use (7.6) to calculate x, and (7.7) 10 calculate 'he values ofbasic slack variables.

The following is an example to illustrate the Algorithm 7.l. In Fig. 9, nodes 9, II and 14
are leaves and we may have

By (7.3), we have

"'d

X"x". =-r-,..,. XUI
XS.I=r-'

',II

X1,1.
X),1 =-k-'

7,1.

X),7
X,J =k'

3,7

X-',10 = kt,IOX•.• , X'.IO = k'.IOX.5,', X',12 = k,,12XS.8,

X7,I} = k7,uX),7, X7,6 = k 7,f».%J,7, X3,6 = kJ.6x,r,J.
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From (7.5),

From (7.4),

From (7.6),

From (7.7),
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To make sure that Algorithm 7.1 is a well-defined computational procedure, we introduce a
concept called computable path in a recursive manner. Note that this concept is used only for
analysis, not implementation. In a basic feasible graph G•• a path is called a computable path
if the following conditions are met:

(i) it ends at a leaf of G.;
(ii) a node or an arc appears in such a path only once;

(iii) if it passes through an a-node or a T-node, all other basic arcs connected with such a
node start some computable paths.

Note that in Fig. 9, arcs (6, 7), (7, 14) fonn a computable path, arcs (6, 3), (3, 7), (7, 14)
form another computable path, hence arcs (s, 2), (2, 6), (6. 13), (13, 7), (7, 14) form a com
putable pam.Also note that a computable path from arc (s, 2) may not be unique.

THEOREM 7.1 Let Ga he a basicfeasible graph corresponding to a basicfeasible solution x.
Then Algorithm 7.1 is a well-defined computational procedure. In particular,

(i) for a non.leaf D·node, there exists exact one basic arc that connects with it and starts
some computable paths;

(ii) for each non-leaf non-D node, all but except one arcs connected with it start some
computable paths.

Proof Let B be the basic matrix associated with Ga. Assume that there exist two basic arcs
connected with a non-leaf D·node and some computable paths start from each of these two
arcs. Take one computable path for each case. From the definition of the computable path, we
know it is possible to construct another computable path from each basic arc that is not in
these two paths, but connected with these two paths at some non-D nodes.We repeat this
process until there are no such basic arcs. Deleting the overlapping pan, we see that the rows
of B corresponding to nodes in these computable paths are linearly dependent, as we may
eliminate all of them one by one. This causes a contradiction and proves (i). Similarly, we can
prove that for each non-leaf non·D node. all but except one arcs connected with it start some
computable paths. These facts assure us that Algorithm 7.1 will not generate two different
values for one primal basic variable, no maner which order it takes.

Note that throughout the computation procedure of Algorithm 7.1, the (nodo-arc) differ·
ence between the number ofuncalculated basic arcs and the number of nodes associated with
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them is held to be q- Ps, wbere q is the nwnber of uncalculated output arcs of the remaining
D·nodes minus the number of the remaining D·nodes and PS is the number of uncalcuJated
basic slack variables. This is true in the beginning of the procedure because ofTheorem 6.1.
When we calculate a basic arc connected with a non-D node. we disassociate that node
immediately. Therefore. the (node-arc) difference in the un-computed part of G, remains
unchanged. On the other hand, when we calculate arcs associated with a D·node. e~ct

one an: associated with it has been calculated before. This again does nOI change the
(node-arc)difference.

Because or this (node-an:) difference. throughoul the computational procedure. as long as
there exists a basic arc Xii to be computed, there is at least one leaf. Hence, the computational
procedure in Algorithm 7.1 is \\ocll-defined. •

After computing a primal basic feasible solulion. we may use the optimality conditions
(7.8K? J3) 10 calculate a dual basic solution of y and u. Whal follows is a computational
procedure for this purpose.

ALGoRITHM 7.2 (Calculate Dual Basic Solution) LeI G, be a basic feasible graph corre
sponding to a given basic feasible solution x.

Slep I Calculate Ys and Yi for i E NT n B according to (7.8) and (7.9).
Step 2 Calculate the remaining dual basic variables by using (7.1 OH7.13). Possibly some

smaJJ systems of linear equations need /0 be solved.

For example, in Fig. 9 (7.8) and (7.9) resuh in

Ys := CS• YIO = O. YI2 = O.

By (7.10), we have

YI = Ys - Cs,l. Y5:= Y. - C,,5. Y2 := Ys - Cs,2, Y6 = Y2. - C2.6. Yll = Y6 - C6.lJ,

",d

Y4=YIO+C4,10. Ya=YI2+C8,12.

From (7.11) ",d (7.12),

Y4 -YI +CI,4
114,9 = I.. )'9 = Y4 - U4,9 - C4.9·

~,9

Similarly,

U8.10 = YI - YIO - Ca,IO,
Yt - Y5 +C5.' - k...oua.lo

ua,1I = let
.9

YII := Ys - U8.11 - C'.II·

Moreover. we have a system of linear equations:

-YJ + kJ.6UJ.6 = C,,J - Ys,

YJ - U3,6 := Cl,6 +Y6-
(7.19)
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Since k3,6 < 1, this system is nonsingular. We can solve it to find Y3 and 143,6. By (7.11) and
(7.12), we have the following system of linear equations:

-)'7 + *1,6 141.6 + k"7,UU1.13 = c),7 - YJ,

Y7 - 147.6 = 0,6 +Y6.

n - 147,1) = c,.1J +yl).

(7.20)

Note that this system is nonsingular. so we can solve it for Y7, "7,6 and 147,13' Finally, using
(7.10), we have

Yl4 = Y7 - c7.14-

It is not by chance lhat the coefficient matrices 0£(7.19) and (7.20) are both nonsingular.
They are guaranteed by the following theorem.

THEOREM 7.2 The coefficient matrices of systems of linear equations encountered in
Algorithm 7.2 are a/ways l1onsinglllar.

Proof From the theory of linear programming, we know the solution process involved
in Algorithm 7.2 is to solve a system of linear equations, whose coefficient mab'ix is ST.
No matter how we break the procedure into solving smaller systems of linear equations, as
long as B is nonsingular, the coefficient matrices encountered in the procedure lUC always
nonsingular. •

8 A NETWORK SIMPLEX METHOD

Using Algorithms 7.1, 72 and the optimality conditions (7.1)-{7.I8), we may outline a net·
work simplex method for solving (6.1).

ALGORITHM 8.1 (Network Simplex Method) Let Gs be a basic feasible graph corre·
sponding to a given basic feaSible solution x and t.

Step I Ollculate the dual basic solution y and u by using Algorithm 7.2.
Step 2 Check dual feasibility conditions (7.14)-{7.18). lj they are satisfied. then stop. (Wit

have reached optimality.) Otherwise, pick a nonbasic arc (i,11 or a non-basic slack
variable t, that violates the dual feasibility conditions to enter the basis as a new
basic variable.

Step 3 Do pivoting by adding the new basic variable to current basis,jind a basic van'able to
leave lhe basis. and update the primal basicfeaSible solution x and t. Return to Step I
for the next iteration.

Note that both Step 1 and Step 2 of the proposed network simplex method are quite
straightforward. But Step 3 requires efficient ways to identify a basic variable leaving the
basis and to update x and t.

An observation can be made here. The nonbasic are chosen in Stcp 2 (to enter the basis)
connects two nodes. Either they are in the same branch of Gs or they sit in two different
branches of Gs . Consequently, the leaving basic arc will be found either in the corresponding
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branch or two branches. This means that we do not have to worry about the basic arcs in other
branches. Hence a lot of work can be saved in solving large-scale problems.

In each pivot, a subgraph ofGs together the nonbasic arc chosen in Step 2, on which Rows
need to be updated, is called apivoting graph. The pivoting graph consists ofonly part ofone
or two branches of Gs as described above. Recall that in the ordinary network flow problem,
the pivoting graph is a cycle. In such cycle, arcs have the same direction as the nonbasic arc
entering the basis are caUedforwani arcs. Other arcs in the cycle are called backward arcs.
The Row on each forward arc will be increased by a nonnegative amount w, while the Row on
each backward arc will be decreased by w. A backward arc whose flow will reach zero first is
then identified to be the leaving basic variable of the cum:nt basis. If the cycle does not con
lain any backward arc, the network Row problem has an unbounded value.

For problem (6.1), the pivoting &mph may be more complicated than a cycle and the
updated amount on each arc in the pivoting graph may be a fraction or multiple of w. One
simple way to identify a leaving basic arc is to take w as a parameter and apply
Algorithm 7.1 to the one or two branches that the entering nonbasic arc connects, plus the
entering nonbasic arc. If flows on some basic arcs are increased by a fraction or multiple
of w, these arcs are forward arcs. Similarly, if Rows on some basic arcs are decreased by a
fraction or multiple of w, these arcs are backward arcs. A backward arc on which flow
will reach zero first is identified to be the basic arc leaving the basis. Since problem (6.1)
is bounded, there is at least one backward arc.

The above process can be further improved if we know how to identify the pivoting graph.
Let us discuss this issue case by case.

In case that the nonbasic arc chosen in Step 2 (entering the basis) forms a cycle with some
basic arcs, and such a cycle does not include any D·node, according 10 Theorem 6.1, a basic
arc in this cycle must leave the basis to break the cycle. Then this cycle is the pivoting graph,
and we may follow the nonnal network pivoting procedure along this cycle to find a basic arc
that will leave the basis. Consequendy, we can update x. For example, in Figs. 7 and 9, if a
nonbasic arc (I, 5) is chosen to enter the basis, then the basic arc (s, 5) will leave the basis.
Let w = x,), We may drop the arc (s,5) from the basis, and increase the flows in arcs
(s, I) and (I, 5) by w. If the arc (2, 5) or (s, 6) is chosen to enter the basis, similar analysis
follows.

Otherwise the nonbasic arc chosen in Step 2 (entering the basis) may fonn one or several
cycles with some basic arcs, and each of these cycles contains at least one D·node.We call a
cycle dead if it contains two output arcs of the same D·node. For example, consider the basic
solution corresponding to Fig. 9. If the nonbasic arc (5, 9) is chosen to enter the basis, then it
forms a dead cycle with basic arcs (4, 9), (4, 10), (8, 10), (5, 8) as shown in Fig. to (broken
line for the entering arc), because arcs (4, 9) and (4, to) come from the same D-node 4. Note
that dead cycles are useless in pivoting Rows, and hence can be ignored in identifying basic
variables leaving the current basis. Now, for all those non..<Jead cycles, we put the entering arc
together with all the basic arcs and related nodes involved. Also, for all D·nodes in this sub-
&mph, we add all the basic arcs and related nodes that lead the D·nodes to final demands. For
example, for Fig. 9, if the nonbasic arc (6. II) is chosen to enter the basis, the resulted sub-
gnph is shown in Fig. I J. Arcs (8, 10),1\0, (8, 12), til and ('7, 14) do not fonn cycles with
(6, II), bUl they lead D-nodes 7 and 8 to demands. Thus, they are included in the resulted
subgraph. Also note that nodes 10, 12 and 14 are related nodes to be included in the resulted
subgraph.

In the resulted graph, if some arcs are "'eaves", 'Nt may apply the method described
in Algorilbm 7.1 to calculate the flows in these and related arcs from (7.5), (7.3) and
('7.4). By deleting all such arcs and related nodes, some cycles will break. Such cycles
are called false cycles. By eliminating all false cycles and related arcs and nodes from
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/

5

FIGURE 10 A dead cycle.

the resulted graph, we get the pivoting graph. For example, consider the resulted graph of
Fig. II, node 14 is a leaf. From it we can calculate X7,'.' Xl,7. x7,6. Z7.n. X,; and X3,6'
Delete all these arcs and related nodes 14, 7 and 3. Some false cycles are broken. By
deleting the related arc (6. 13) and node 13 in these false cycles, we have a pivoting
graph of Fig. 12.

In the pivoting graph, assume the flow on the entering arc is increased by w. Then we may
apply the method described in Algorithm 7.1 to calculate the changes on the basic arcs ofthe

'10 '12

FIGURE 11 Rnulled $Ubsraph.
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+W

2

+W

5

10

- W3/
W

12

6

FIGURE 12 The pivoting graph.

pivoting graph, wilh w being a parameter. An example is shown in Fig. 12, where

Knowing the original flow values, we can detennine which basic arc 10 leave the basis. In
Fig. 12, either the slack variable tlO or the slack variable tl2 will be the basic arc to leave
the basis, depending upon tlO -l"2 or tl2 - WJ becomes zero first when w increases. Xs~,

xS,8, xuo, XI,II and x8,12 will not leave the basis in this pivot because tl2 becomes zero before
they do, by nOling the facts that

tl2 = X8,12 - dl2 .::: XI.I2,

and x,.,S, xS,I, x8.10 and XI,II become zero al the same time as XI,12 does.
Notice that unless the entering arc corresponds to a nonbasic t variable, after deleting the

dead and false cycles, there remains at least one more cycle containing this entering arc, for
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the nondcgcneratc case. For example, in Fig. 9, assume thai arc (I, 10) is chosen 10 enter the
basis and the flow will be increased by w. Then we may apply the method described in
Algorilhm 7.1 to calculate the changes on the basic arcs of the pivoting graph, with w

being a parameter. II is not difficult 10 check that there is no leaving arc. Moreover, in
order to minimize the sum of all Hows in all the arcs, we see w = O. This implies that arc
(I, 10) cannot be chosen in Step 2 at the first place. As to the degenerate case, the situation
becomes more complicated. We may be able 10 find a suitable basic arc in the idle part of Gs
as the leaving arc, but no flow changes in pivoting.

The final case is thai the entering arc is a nonbasic slack variable. In this case, we need to
include in the pivoting graph all the basic arcs and related nodes. including arc x... which
come from the general supply node s to this demand node, or which lead to some other
final demand nodes from some D-nodes in the above supplying "paths". Figure 13 displays
the pivoting graph when tl" is chosen as the entering arc. In this example, the pivoting graph
is the whole expanded branch of 0,.

In Fig. 13, we have

+w

+W

s

-W6
+WZ

Z
+W,

+W
-W

FIGURE I) The mtains are is. sIKk variable.
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ond

Again, with the original flow values, we can detennine which basic arc to leave the basis.
To obtain an initial basic feasible solution of(6.1), we may add artificial arcs from s to

T-nodes. The two-phase or big-M strategies then applies.

9 FINAL REMARKS

In this paper, we have presented a generaJized network flow framework to model more com
plicated manufacturing scenarios. Two simplified versions are specifically proposed for
further investigations on the following two fundamental issues:

(1) Can some classical duality and optimality results of the ordinary network flow problems
be extended in the new setting?

(2) Can some strongly polynomial-time algorithms be developed for solving the related
optimization problems in the new framework?

We have explored the duality and optimality conditions of the minimum distribution cost
problem and outlined a network simplex method for solving it. But more research work is
needed to give a complete answer of the above two questions.
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